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CoMpany profile 
Copper Mountain Mining Corporation (TSX:CUM) 
is a Canadian based mining company focused on 
adding value through successful exploration, project 
development, efficient operations, and opportunistic 
acquisitions. Maintaining a low risk profile through 
project diversification, astute financial management and 
operating in secure jurisdictions are key priorities for 
Copper Mountain’s Management team.

Copper Mountain’s main asset is the 75% owned Copper 
Mountain mine located in southern British Columbia. 
The Company has a strategic alliance with Mitsubishi 
Materials Corporation who own the remaining 25%. The 
18,000 acre mine site has a resource of approximately 
5 billion pounds of copper. The Copper Mountain Mine 
commenced production in the summer of 2011 and 
is Canada’s newest major copper producer with mill 
throughput designed for 35,000 tonnes per day (TPD). 
The average annual production target is 100 million 
pounds of copper with gold and silver credits. 

Mining in Pit #3.
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2011 aCCoMplishMents

Corporate
•	 Secured	a	$40	million	bought	deal	financing	
•	 Secured	multiyear	agreements	for	trucking	of	the	

concentrate to the Vancouver Wharves, the port 
storage and loading, and ocean freight

•	 Transitioned	into	International	Financial	Reporting	
Standards	(IFRS)

Operations & Development 
•	 Construction	of	the	$441	million	development	was	

completed on schedule and on budget by June 2011
•	 Commissioned	the	new	concentrator	facilities	during	

June 2011 and produced first filtered copper concen-
trate later that month

•	 Shipped	inaugural	load	of	concentrate	to	Japan	in	
September 2011 and maintained steady monthly 
shipments thereafter

•	 Generated	over	$66	million	in	revenue	and	produced	
22.128 million pounds of copper during the ramp up 
phase until year end.

•	 Significant	progress	toward	the	designed	35,000	TPD	
full production rate was achieved by year end

•	 Successfully	assembled	operational	personnel	bringing	
the total employment number to 310.

2012 oBjeCtiVes
•	 Meet	production	targets	by	achieving	steady	state	

production & improve operations
•	 Commence	a	new	exploration	program	focused	on	

resource growth 
•	 Maximize	free	cash	flow	and	maintain	a	solid	financial	

profile
•	 Continue	to	grow	the	net	asset	value	of	the	company	

and increase metal exposure per share
•	 Continue	to	investigate	and	pursue	selective	acquisi-

tion opportunities which are accretive to shareholder 
value

2012 Production Guidance 
2012 Targets

Copper Production 85 million lbs

Net Site Cash Cost $1.15 – $1.20 / lb

Net Total Cash Cost $1.77 - $1.82 / lb

Coarse ore stockpile and concentrator building.

“We will continue to build on the achievements 
over the past 5 years and continue our record 
of delivering on our commitments.”

 ~ Jim O’Rourke, CEO
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For Copper Mountain Mining Corporation, 2011 was a 
year of transformation. The most significant achievement 
was	bringing	our	flagship	Copper	Mountain	Mine	into	
production on schedule and on budget. This is the first 
base metal mine to commence operations in British 
Columbia since 1998 and will directly employ over 310 
people. From drilling to production in 4.5 years, it has 
been a persevering race to the finish line. Delivering on 
our targets has been most gratifying for all of us at the 
Copper Mountain Mine and this forms a strong base for 
the company’s future growth. 

In	April,	we	commissioned	the	primary	crusher	and	
overland conveyor system which enabled the build up 
of the crushed ore stock pile in preparation for the mill 
start up. By May 2011, all of the milling equipment was 
assembled for testing and construction was completed 
on schedule in June 2011. Milling activities in the second 
half of 2011 were focused on modifications of the major 
equipment necessary to meet our production targets. 

By mid July sufficient copper concentrate was produced 
to test the new 50 tonne super B train truck units and 
the port of Vancouver unloading and storage facilities. 
The Company concluded multiyear agreements for; 
trucking of the concentrate to the port, the port storage 
and loading, plus for ocean freight to help with long-term 
budgeting.

Since September, the mine has continued to make 
monthly shipments of concentrate to Mitsubishi’s 
smelters in Japan. For the 2011 fiscal year end, the 
mine completed a total of 4 shipments generating 
approximately	$66.5	million	in	revenue,	after	provisional	

pricing adjustments. The mine produced 22.128 million 
pounds of copper, 7,799 ounces of gold and 161,830 
ounces of silver in the first 4 months of operation. 

The	Official	Mine	Opening	was	held	on	August	18.	
This event was very successful with over 1,700 guests 
attending from around the province in support of the 
inauguration of the Copper Mountain Mine. Dignitaries, 
representatives from Mitsubishi Materials, investors, 
employees and members of the community displayed 
strong support for the operation and we are very grateful 
for this positive response. 

Mining activities have progressed well during the 
year, despite being behind 9.9 million tonnes of waste 
removal caused by the late delivery of some key mining 
equipment. Late in the year, the Company purchased 
additional equipment including five used Euclid 260 
ton haul trucks, a Hitachi Ex 5500 hydraulic shovel, and 
an	Atlas	Copco	Pit	Viper	351	blast	hole	drill.	With	this	
additional equipment, mine production has increased to 
170,000 tonnes per day (TPD) level. This extra equipment 
provides	additional	flexibility	in	planning	and	staging	
ongoing mining activities.

Higher than predicted precious metal grades in the ore 
processed has been a pleasant surprise that has resulted 
in more gold and silver production than was estimated in 
the	feasibility	study.	As	a	result,	the	Company	is	planning	
to review the precious metal relationship with copper and 
will incorporate this new information into a revised mine 
plan	to	further	optimize	mining	activities.	

letter to share holders

What’s next? Bu ilding our future 
Jim O’Rourke, CEO.
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Amidst	the	success	in	2011,	the	year	has	proven	to	be	
challenging as we continued to make headway on the 
start-up issues encountered during the early months of 
operations. By year end, most of these start-up issues 
in	the	mill	were	being	resolved,	however	SAG	Mill	
throughput continued to lag the design capacity due to 
grate breakages that caused excessive downtime for the 
repairs. The Company has ordered thicker grates with 
a modified design to reduce the grates stress fracture 
points and we expect to have this issue resolved in the 
near future once these thicker grates are installed. Mill 
throughput reached the target rate at year end and the 
main	focus	is	to	optimize	the	milling	operation	in	2012	 
to achieve sustainable design capacity. 

Metal markets were adversely affected by uncertainties 
with the world economic situation. Concerns over 
sovereign debt issues in Europe precipitated a lack of 
confidence in the global financial system. Combined with 
that, was a extremely damaging earthquake in Japan, 
which stirred more fear in the international markets. 

Looking to 2012, our focus is threefold. Firstly, we are 
focused	on	continuing	to	optimize	the	Copper	Mountain	
Mine to meet our production target of processing ore at 
a rate of 35,000 tonnes per day to produce approximately 
85 - 90 million pounds of copper, 25,000 - 30,000 ounces 
of gold and 580,000 - 600,000 ounces of silver. Secondly, 
we are planning an exploration program focused on 
resource growth to provide additional resources to either 
extend the mine life beyond our current 17 year mine 
plan	or	increase	production.	And	thirdly,	to	complement	
these efforts, management will continue to be proactive 
in identifying and evaluating potential opportunities that 
are accretive to the company. 

Ultimately, mining is not just about production, reserves 
or strategies. Mining is about people. The safety of our 
employees, the health and well-being of the community, 
and the sustainability of our operation are critical 
success	factors.	I	believe	that	the	employees	at	Copper	
Mountain are some of the most capable and committed 
in	the	industry.	I	sincerely	appreciate	their	support	and	
continued contributions to the success of our company. 

On	behalf	of	the	board,	I	would	like	to	thank	our	employ-
ees, contractors, suppliers and our partner, Mitsubishi 
Materials Corporation, for their valuable contributions 
toward	our	achievements	in	2011.	Lastly,	I	would	like	
to thank our shareholders for their understanding and 
support as we address our challenges. We will continue 
to do our utmost in 2012 to maintain that support and 
meet our production targets as we focus on the long-
term growth of our company. We hope you share in our 
confidence regarding the course we have set, and we 
appreciate your continued interest in Copper Mountain 
Mining Corporation. 

Sincerely, 

 
J.C.	(Jim)	O’Rourke,	P.Eng 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Concentrator grinding circuit.
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First concentrate shipment to Mitsubishi’s Onahama Smelter in Japan.

2011 Metal Sales
Copper Sales 17.3 million lbs

Gold Sales 6,181 oz

Silver Sales 132,223 oz

2011 Financial Results (CND$)
Revenue $ 66,531,355

Gross Profit $16,203,386

Operating Income $7,777,193

Adjusted Earnings * $2,954,640

Site cash cost per pound of copper produced  
(net of precious metal credits)

$1.26 US

Total cash cost per pound of copper sold 
(net of precious metal credits)

$1.71 US

*Adjusted	earnings	(loss)	is	a	non-GAAP	financial	measure	which	removes	unrealized	
gains/ losses on derivative instruments, changes in fair value of financial instruments, 
foreign currency gains/ losses and non re-curring transactions. 

reVenue BreakdoWn

Copper 
79%

Gold
15%

Silver 6%

 
 
Average Realized Metal Prices (USD$)
Copper $3.55 per pound 

Gold $1720 per ounce

Silver $34 per ounce

2011 f inanCial h ighlights  
For the year ended December 31st 2011

“Since inception in 2007, the Company has grown from a 
market capitalization of just $20 million to over $500 million. 
Now with production underway, the Balance Sheet is poised 
to strengthen quickly and increase shareholder value.”

 ~Rod Shier, CFO
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2007

Completed large 
drill program of 
44,000 meters

Confirmed continuity 
of mineralization to 

form the “Super Pit”

2008

Additional 60,000 meter 
drill program completed, 
expanded resource 
by 45% to 5 billion lbs 
Cu at $1.80/lb Cu

Feasibility study 
completed

2009

Mitsubishi Materials 
purchases 25% 
of project

Construction 
initiated

2010

Debt financing 
of $322 million 
(USD) secured

Pre-production 
mining activities 

commenced

2011

Construction 
completed

Ramp up 
towards full 
production 

Overview of operating facilities.

The Copper Mountain Mine is located in southern British 
Columbia, 20 kilometres south of the town of Princeton. 
The mine is owned 75% by Copper Mountain Mining and 
25% by Mitsubishi Materials Corporation. The property 
covers an area of approximately 18,000 acres and primar-
ily consists of 135 crown grants, 176 mineral claims and 
14 mining leases. Copper Mountain is located in an area 
with well-developed infrastructure. The property is acces-
sible by a combination of highways and paved roads, and 
it is close to the port of Vancouver that provides service 
for shipment of copper concentrates to Japan.

The development plan was based on combining the three 
existing pits into one larger Super Pit and with a new 
concentrator designed to process 35,000 TPD to produce 
on average 100 million pounds of copper per year in a 
copper concentrate with gold and silver credits. Over the 
initial 17 year mine life, the mine would produce 674,300 
tonnes of copper, 4,490,400 ounces of silver and 452,000 
ounces of gold.

Pit 2

Pit 1

Pit 3

the Copper Mountain Mine 
 

”Value is created for stakeholders by 
taking a project from exploration 
to completion of construction 
and into operation. Copper 
Mountain Mining Corporation 
has expedited this process.” 

 ~Jim O’Rourke, CEO

Road to Production

New 5 Bay Truck Shop 

New Primary Crusher
New Concentrator 

Coarse Ore Stockpile 

Existing Tailings 
Management Facility

Tailings  
Management Facility

Overland Conveyor System
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The	mine	utilizes	a	conventional	crushing,	grinding,	
and	flotation	to	produce	copper	concentrates	with	gold	
and silver credits. The mine processing plan focuses 
on processing the higher-grade ore in the first twelve 
years, with lower grade material being sent to stockpiles 
for blending and processing later in the mine’s life. 
Mining activities commenced in the Pit 3 area and will 
continue with push-backs on the western and eastern 
walls. The projected pits are divided into multiple 
phases of proposed pit development sequences. These 
development sequences are designed to release the 
highest grade of copper feed on a continual basis and are 
reflected	in	the	planned	pit	phases.	In	order	to	maximize	
the head grade being delivered to the concentrator in the 
initial years, the Company is processing ore greater than 
0.25% Cu, while ore that is less than 0.25% Cu is being 
mined and stockpiled (low grade stockpile) for processing 
in later years. The processing facility is designed to 

operate 24 hours per day, 365 days per year with a 92% 
mechanical availability, including pre-scheduled downtime 
for equipment maintenance. 

Concentrates are exported via the port of Vancouver 
to Mitsubishi smelters in Japan for treatment and sale. 
Copper concentrate from the mine is trucked to the port 
of Vancouver where it is placed in a 15,000 tonne capac-
ity storage shed for loading onto ocean-going vessels for 
transportation to Japan.

The Company has an off take agreement with Mitsubishi 
Materials Corporation (‘Mitsubishi’) where Mitsubishi has 
agreed to purchase 100% of the projects concentrate at 
LME spot rates at the time of settlement. 

At	start-up	the	mine	had	the	following	estimated	mineral	
reserves for the Copper Mountain deposit as follows:

Copper Mountain Mineral Reserves 
Area Category Tonnes                   Grade

(000’s) Cu % Au g/mt Ag g/mt
Pit 1 Proven  10,528 0.33 0.08 1.30

Probable  7,231 0.29 0.08 1.11

Subtotal  17,759 0.31 0.08 1.22

Pit 2 Proven  37,655 0.3  0.12 0.91

Probable  24,196 0.27 0.11 0.84

Subtotal  61,850 0.29 0.12 0.88

Pit 3 Proven  86,682 0.43 0.11 1.75

Probable  42,532 0.35 0.09 1.38

Subtotal  129,214 0.4 0.10 1.62

Oriole Proven  - 

Probable  2,348 0.34 0.04 2.02

Subtotal  2,348 0.34 0.04 2.02

Total Proven  134,865 0.38 0.11 1.48

Probable  76,306 0.32 0.09 1.20

Subtotal  211,171 0.36 0.10 1.38
Based	on	August	2009	technical	report	adjusted	for	metric	tonnes

Recently acquired EX 5500 hydraulic shovel and 260 ton haul truck.
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Current status of operations  
By the end of May 2011, all major milling equipment 
had been installed and the project was considered to be 
mechanically complete. Testing of equipment proceeded 
during May and June 2011, and on June 30, 2011, the 
first copper concentrate was produced and stored in the 
mine concentrate shed. 

Mining averaged 140,000 TPD during the first 4 months 
of operation, however, the Company reported that it 
was behind in pre-stripping by 9.9 million tonnes due 
to the late delivery of some key mining equipment. To 
remedy the situation, the Company purchased additional 
equipment including 5 used 260 ton haul trucks, a Hitachi 
EX5500 Hydraulic Shovel with a 27 m3 (35.5 cubic yard) 
bucket,	a	Pit	Viper	351	Drill,	and	a	Komatsu	D375	dozer.	
The recently acquired equipment will allow the Company 
more	flexibility	in	the	staging	of	mining	activities	in	the	
future and has increased the mining rate to approximately 
160,000 TPD.

By the end of 2011, most of the start-up issues in the 
mill were resolved and the mill treated a peak rate of 
35,500 tonnes of ore in a day. However, this rate was 
not maintained on a consistent basis as mill throughput 
continued	to	be	limited	due	to	SAG	mill-grate	breakages	
that caused excessive downtime for the repairs. The 
Company ordered stronger grates with a modified design 
and expects to have this issue resolved in the first half 
of 2012 once these thicker grates are installed. Mill 
throughput has reached a steady rate of about 90% of 
design	capacity	and	programs	are	in	progress	to	optimize	
the mining operation in 2012 to achieve design capacity.

At	year	ended	December	31,	2011,	the	Company	had	
approximately 310 operating employees engaged at the 
mine site. 

Copper Markets
During 2011, copper markets were generally strong with 
above average pricing, but significant volatility as indi-
cated	by	record	average	highs	of	over	$4.50	per	pound	in	
the early part of the year, combined with sharp declines 
in	the	last	quarter	to	prices	just	above	$3.00	per	pound.	

China continued to be the engine for the bull cycle in the 
metals	markets.	Asian	and	other	emerging	economies	
continued to show strong demand for copper in 2011. 
However concerns over debt issues in Europe adversely 
affected the global economic markets causing investors 
to lose confidence in the markets during the latter part of 
2011. 

None-the-less, the demand side of the equation remains 
bullish for 2012 as copper markets appear to be tighten-
ing. Continued strong demand with limited supply growth 
due to the increasingly long time frame required to bring 
new mines into production lead to a bullish outlook for 
copper in the next few years.

Final copper concentrate flotation.
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Since the first shipment of concentrate in September 
2011, the mine has continued to make regular monthly 
shipments to the smelters in Japan; however, mill 
throughput was limited due to start-up electrical and 
mechanical interruptions plus operational challenges 
encountered during the ramp up phase. 

Mill feed in 2011 was mined primarily from the Pit 3 area. 
In	total,	6.5	million	tonnes	of	ore	and	31	million	tonnes	of	
waste were mined. The mill head grade averaged 0.37% 
copper for the year. 

Mill throughput for the year was approximately 3.6 million 
tonnes, which was below the planned amount, due to 
challenges	associated	with	ramp	up	of	the	SAG	mill.	

Copper recovery average 76.9% for the year but 81.3% 
for the last quarter, as efficiencies in the mill continued to 
improve. 

Total production for the first 4 months of operation was 
22.128 million pounds of copper, 7,799 ounces of gold, 
and 161,830 ounces of silver. The average copper sale 
price	was	$3.55	per	pound	and	the	total	cash	cost	per	
pound of copper sold (net of precious metal credits) for 
the	year	were	$1.71	resulting	in	a	margin	of	$1.84	per	
pound of copper. 

Mine Production Information 
Copper Mountain Mine 
(100% Basis)

              Year ended 
              December 31,

2011 2010
Mined:

Total tonnes moved (000’s) 37,722 -

Ore tonnes mined (000’s) 6,526 -

Waste tonnes (000’s) 31,196 -

Processed:

Tonnes milled (000’s) 3,566 -

Feed Grade (Cu%) 0.37% -

Recovery (%) 76.9%

Production:

Copper Production 22.1 million lbs

Gold Production 7.799 oz

Silver Production 161.830 oz

As	the	mine	began	operating	in	mid	-	2011,	there	is	no	comparative	data	for	operating	
results from prior periods. 

2011 reVieW of the operations 

One of thirteen 240 ton haul trucks.
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During the year, the Company continued to review the 
geological and exploration database for the property, 
including geophysical data acquired by the Titan24 
chargeability survey, in order to define areas where addi-
tional drilling could add to the resource and reserve base. 
These geophysical targets provide encouragement that 
new resources by exploration drilling will be achieved. 

Mineralization	within	the	Superpit	area	remains	open	
to lateral expansion in all directions, except to the 
southwest where the Copper Mountain Stock is situated. 
More importantly, the deposit remains open to depth, 
where initial drilling indicates increasing grades and grade 
continuity.	Additionally,	numerous	areas	peripheral	to	
the Superpit require exploration testing or, in areas with 
known	mineralization,	continued	drilling	to	increase	 
and/or upgrade resources.

The	images	(adjacent)	are	vertical	and	horizontal	slices	
through the 3D Titan24 chargeability data; these images 
indicate	approximate	intensity	of	sulphide	mineralization	
and thereby provide an indication of the both the lateral 
and	vertical	extents	of	mineralization	within	the	central	
part of the project area.

“Resources in proximity to an operating mill are 
the most valuable, therefore continued exploration 
on the mine site is the best use of the Company’s 
exploration budget. The current mine plan represents 
only a small part of the total claim area and there 
is substantial opportunity to significantly increase, 
and improve, the project’s resource base.” 

 ~ Peter Holbek, VP of Exploration
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The original discovery of copper 
in the copper mountain area 
dates back to 1884, and since 
then, the mine has metamor-
phosed many times over. 
With over 100 years of mining 
activity in this area, Princeton’s 
heritage	is	characterized	by	
mining. Now again in the year 
2011, the town celebrated the 
opening of the Copper Moun-
tain Mine, BC’s first new copper 
mine to commence production 
in over a decade. The commis-
sioning of the Copper Mountain 
Mine	symbolizes	a	way	of	life	
that has defined Princeton’s 
history.

this is our legaCy and our future

Copper Mountain Ambassadors alongside Consulate General of Japan, 
Hideki Ito, President & CEO of Mitsubishi Materials Corporation, Hiroshi 
Yao, and President & CEO of Copper Mountain Mining Corporation, 
Jim O’Rourke, at the official mine opening August 18, 2011.

Early drilling on 
Copper Mountain. 

Mine Operation Manager, Art Pratico, with granddaughter Lily Pratico at the opening ceremonies at Copper Mountain. 

Ore being transported to the smelter at Granby.From 1927 to 1957 a little over 34 million tons of ore grading 
1 to 1.5% copper was mined by underground methods.
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At	Copper	Mountain,	we	understand	the	value	of	relation-
ships. Our ability to be successful as a company depends 
on being able to engage effectively with communities 
and governments. By being responsive to the issues 
and expectations of our stakeholders, we build trust and 
reduce	business	risks	over	the	long-term.	In	partnership	
with our communities and stakeholders, our goal is to 
maximize	the	positive	impacts	or	“benefit	footprint”	
arising from our presence in the community. Through 
partnerships, investments and sponsorships in the 
communities where we live and work, we make positive 
contributions. 

The Copper Mountain Mine currently employs approxi-
mately 310 people and the total annual payroll is antici-
pated	to	be	$36	million,	with	a	majority	of	the	employees	
being hired locally. This has translated into hundreds of 
new jobs and an economic boost for both the local and 
surrounding communities.

During 2011, Copper 
Mountain encouraged 
fundraising efforts for 
Mining for Miracles, a 
charity benefiting  

BC	Children’s	Hospital,	and	raised	over	$60,000	with	the	
help of its employees. The company has always been a 
supporter of this great cause and we will continue to give 
back to the local communities where possible. 

In	the	first	week	of	March,	BC’s	annual	Mining	Week	
celebration, Copper Mountain made a donation to the 
Princeton	and	District	Regional	Museum,	topping	the	
fundraising	total	to	$10,000.	

 CoMMunity ContriBution

During 2011, Jim O’Rourke, CEO of Copper Mountain 
was also recognized by Mining Association of British 
Columbia (MABC) for his work on the Copper Mountain 
Project and he was awarded “Mining Person of the 
Year” for his creation of thousands of jobs in BC’s 
mining industry over the span of his career. 

“Congratulations to everyone involved with Copper Mountain 
and to the community of Princeton. The provincial government 
has worked hard to encourage investment and development 
in our mining sector. The Copper Mountain Mine will benefit 
both the regional economy and the entire province.”

 ~Hon. Rich Coleman, Minister of Energy & Mines

In 2011 we published a commemorative 
book to mark the opening of the mine. Be 
sure to see the web version available on the 
Company webpage (www.cumtn.com). The 
commemorative book focuses on the long-term 
legacy of this new mine, the technological 
innovation and the benefits to the community 
and British Columbia. All proceeds from the book 
were used to support BC Children’s Hospital.

Premier Christy Clark awarded The Order of BC to Jim O’Rourke in 
recognition for contributions towards mining and economic growth in BC. 

Hon. Rich Colemen addressing 
the crowd on opening day.
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As	Copper	Mountain	is	a	past	producer,	the	new	
environmental footprint is minimal. The Company holds 
approximately 18,000 acres on the Copper Mountain site, 
while the mine footprint only covers about 1100 acres, of 
which 275 acres relates to the new development. 

Copper Mountain is committed to conducting its 
activities, from exploration, development operation and 
finally mine closure, with minimal impact on the environ-
ment. The current mine plan ensures compliance with 
government requirements and company objectives in an 
environmentally sensitive manner. 

 

the enVironMent

“The agreement with Copper Mountain 
Mine Corporation gives voice to our duty 
to protect territorial lands and ensures 
effective stewardship of our environment 
which is our most precious resource.” 

 ~Chief Charlotte Michelle, 
 Upper Similkameen Indian Band 

Historical mining areas are being reclaimed and continue to perform well.

Environmental Technician Mason Squakin and summer student taking water samples at Copper Mountain.

Approximately 76% of the total water requirements for the 
mill process from the tailings facility, is recycled to minimize 
the requirements for fresh water from off-site sources.
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direCtors & offiCers
Jim O’Rourke, P.Eng., O.B.C. 
Director, Chairman & CEO

Rod Shier,	CA 
Director & CFO

Peter Holbek, BSc. (Hons), M.Sc, P.Geo 
VP of Exploration

Al Cloke,  
Director

John Tapics, P.Eng.   
Director

Marin Katusa, BSc.   
Director

Carl L. Renzoni, BSc. (Hons)   
Director

Bruce Aunger,	CA		  
Director

adVisors 
Robert Young, BSc. Geo  
Advisor	

Roman Shklanka, PhD Geo, B Com 
Advisor	

registrar & transfer agent 

Computershare Trust Corporation of Canada
510 Burrard Street 
Vancouver, British Columbia 
Canada	V6C	3A8 
Tel: (604) 661-9400 
Fax: (604) 661-9549

Notice of Annual General Meeting
2:00 p.m. June 19, 2012 
Terminal	City	Club,	Walker	Room 
837 West Hastings Street 
Vancouver, British Columbia

Corporate Headquarters
Suite 1700 - 700 West Pender Street 
Vancouver, British Columbia 
Canada, V6C 1G8

Galina Meleger,	CIM 
Corporate Communications 

Tel: (604) 682-2992, ext 224 
Toll free: 1-877-451-2662 
Fax: (604) 682-2993

Mine Office
Copper Mountain Mine 
PO Box 1400  
Princeton, British Columbia 
Canada, V0X 1W0

ManageMent & Corporate inforMation 

“The history of Copper Mountain 
presents a proud legacy of leadership 
and learning, of innovation and 
mineral exploration. We are now 
moving to the next stage of our 
company’s journey, one in which 
we pair the execution capabilities 
we have demonstrated in the past, 
with the promise of the future.”

 ~Jim O’Rourke, CEO & Chairman
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